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C/S SERIES 53RM LONG FORM 

WORD LIST 

 These are the words from HCOB 24 Nov. 73RF, C/S Series 53RM LF (Long 
Form), HI-LO TA ASSESSMENT C/S. 

 These words should be cleared on the pc before the list is actually assessed on 
him, per HCOB 9 Aug. 78 II, CLEARING COMMANDS. 

 The staff auditor or intern must have received high-crime checkouts from Qual on 
the above references before clearing these words in session on an org PC. (Ref: HCO PL 
8 Mar. 66, KSW Series 13, HIGH CRIME) 

 The auditor uses Method 5 Word Clearing when clearing these words. This word 
list need only be cleared once in the PC's auditing if correctly cleared the first time. 

 The fact of having cleared this word list on the pc must be noted in the appropriate 
place in the PC's folder. (Ref: Auditor Admin Series 6RA, THE YELLOW SHEET) 



WORDS FROM C/S SERIES 53RM LONG FORM 

A, action, actions, alcohol, all, an, another, any, anything, ARC break, are, at, attacked, 
audited, auditing, auditor 

Bad, been, being, between, black, by 

Can, cans, can't, committed, couldn't, cream 

Date, deadness, Dianetic Clear, did, didn't, do, doing, done, don't, drugs, drunk, dry 

Else, engram, engrams, errors, evaluation, exam, Examiner, exams, experienced 

False, faulty, feel, felt, F/Ns, for, forced, found 

Get, given, giving, go, going, gone, grip 

Had, hands, has, have, havingness, hear, high 

Ignored, ill, in, incidents, incomplete, indication, interiorized, interrupted, into, 
invalidation, invisible, involved, is, isn't, it, item, items 

Keeps, kept, kicked 

Like, list, location, long, look, loosen, loss, lost, low, LSD 

Medicine, meter, mind, missed, misunderstood, mis-understoods, more 

Not, nothing 

Of, off, on, once, other, out, out-rudiments, over, over-listed, over-repaired, overrun, 
overts, overwhelming 

Past, physically, point, pot, practice, problem, protesting, PTS, pulled, put, 
puzzled 

Read, reading, reads, really, release, repairing, reports, restimulation, run, 
rushed 



Sad, said, same, saying, see, session, sessions, sized, smoked, some, someone, 
something, sort, spaces, stops, study, suppressed 

TA, taken, than, that, the, there, thing, tired, to, too, trapped, twice 

Unconsciousness, understand, upset, used, using 

Wait, want, was, we, well, went, were, wet, what, when, why, with, withhold, 
withholding, word, word clearing, wrong 

You, your, you’re 
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